PRESS RELEASE

New Head Office,
New Outlook

SLF BEGINS THE
NEXT CHAPTER
OF ITS STORY
Montreal, October 26, 2020

SLF Montreal is excited to announce its
upcoming move to a new location in
Montreal’s central business district. The
entire team will proudly serve clients from
the 12th floor of 1130 Sherbrooke Street West,
strategically situated in the heart of the iconic
Golden Square Mile. The recently renovated
Class A office building is only steps away from
the Peel metro station, the McGill University
campus and countless nearby amenities,
including world-class restaurants, hotels
and cultural venues.
BIGGER, BETTER… AND GREENER!
The new 14,000-square-foot space will accommodate
SLF Montreal’s ever-growing team and provide them
with state-of-the-art facilities to enhance collaboration
and productivity.
With windows on all sides and a fresh-air HVAC system,
staff and visitors will enjoy an abundance of natural light,
panoramic views of the surrounding cityscape and
superior indoor air quality. Brand-new ergonomic
workstations designed to reduce strain and enhance
user comfort will further contribute to overall well-being.
The building also boasts accommodations for bicycle
commuters, including racks and showers, so employees
can take full advantage of the nearby bike paths. Other
carbon footprint reduction initiatives include a digital
document management system to promote a paperless
environment.
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A NEW APPROACH FOR A NEW AGE
The move coincides with SLF Montreal’s ongoing
efforts to adapt to new workplace realities in the wake
of COVID-19. The entire layout has been reconceptualized and strategically divided up to encourage safe
interaction on a human scale. Stringent janitorial
standards for common spaces such as the kitchen,
lounges and board rooms will also be in place to
maximize employee health and wellness.
Work-at-home flexibility and rotating schedules will
continue to be an important feature of SLF Montreal’s
new head office. This will not only help maintain a safe
workplace, but it will also enable employees to achieve
the work-life balance so critical to job satisfaction and
career success. This will be supported by advanced IT
infrastructure, complete with robust VPN servers, extensive
bandwidth and leading-edge collaborative applications.
ABOUT SLF MONTREAL
Founded in Montreal in 1935, Schwartz Levitsky
Feldman LLP is a full-service assurance and advisory firm
with a long history of building one-on-one relationships
with clients in need of personalized accounting, and tax
services. SLF Montreal is committed to supporting the
growth, development and long-term prosperity of its
clients with a focus on performance, efficiency and
integrity. Its multidisciplinary team proudly offers all the
advantages that come with a larger practice, without losing
any of the agility or the personal touch of a boutique firm
SLF Montreal has a sister office in Toronto and is a
member of the HLB International network of professional
accounting firms and business advisers.
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